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Abstract – Based on a hybrid algorithm incorporating the heat conduction and probability
spreading processes (Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A., 107 (2010) 4511), in this letter, we propose
an improved method by introducing an item-oriented function, focusing on solving the dilemma
of the recommendation accuracy between the cold and popular items. Differently from previous
works, the present algorithm does not require any additional information (e.g., tags). Further
experimental results obtained in three real datasets, RYM, Netflix and MovieLens, show that,
compared with the original hybrid method, the proposed algorithm significantly enhances the
recommendation accuracy of the cold items, while it keeps the recommendation accuracy of the
overall and the popular items. This work might shed some light on both understanding and
designing effective methods for long-tailed online applications of recommender systems.

Introduction. – A huge amount of data rushes into
our everyday life, which traps us in the difficulty of decid-
ing what we actually choose. For example, picking up a
preferable TV program to watch from too many programs,
or getting desirable goods when confronting multifarious
commodities [1]. How to sort useful information out of the
information sea is becoming one of the central research
topics. Recommender system emerges as an important tool
to make predictions for the possible future interests of
users according to their historical activities [2]. With the
personalized recommendation inquiry, different algorithms
have been proposed, such as the collaborative filtering [3],
the content-based method [4], as well as their relevant
extensive studies [5–10].
Recently, thanks to fruitful achievements of complexity

theory, recommendation algorithms based on complex
networks have attracted an increasing attention from both
computer science and the physical community [11–19]. In
particular, the concepts of heat conduction [11,16] and
mass diffusion [12,16] in traditional physical domain are
incorporated into recommender systems, and provide a
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promising way to probe a new generation of recommender
systems from the perspective of physics. Inspired by
these works, a variety of physical-concept–based methods
have been proposed, and achieved a significant success in
personalized recommendations. For example, the attempt
in solving the apparent dilemma between accuracy and
diversity by an elegant hybridization of heat conduction
and probability spreading algorithms in [16].
Whereas investigating the recommendation accuracy

from the overall system point of view, recommendation
focusing on users or items with little information still
remains challenging, which also refers to the so-called
cold-start problem. For the newly added or the relatively
inactive users or unpopular items, it is difficult to make
predictions due to the lackness of activity records. It is
worth noting that such kind of users or items usually
occupy a large proportion of the overall users or items in
most online applications. Related works concerning this
issue include the heuristic similarity measurements [20],
and the social-tag–based algorithms [18,19,21].
The key challenge of cold-start problem is that focusing

strongly on the recommendation accuracy of the cold
items, while putting the accuracy of the overall or the
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popular items at risk. Apparently, popular items are
widely accepted by users. Therefore, it is essential to keep
the recommendation accuracy of the popular items when
improving the recommendation accuracy of the cold items.
In this letter, we show how this dilemma is resolved

by introducing an item-degree–dependent parameter in
a hybrid method. Based on three real datasets, RYM,
Netflix and MovieLens, we show that, while keeping the
recommendation accuracy of the popular and the overall
items, the recommendation accuracy of the cold items are
significantly improved by appropriately tuning the item-
degree–dependent parameter. Compared with a relevant
study of solving the cold-start problem by introducing
social tags [21], the proposed algorithm does not require
any additional information, but directly performs on the
bipartite network.

Algorithm. – A recommender system can be charac-
terized by a bipartite graph composed of users and items,
with the user set labeled as U = {u1, u2, . . . , um} and
the item set labeled as O= {o1, o2, . . . , on}. The relation
between users and items can be formulated by an adjacent
matrix A, with aαi = 1 for the linked user-item pairs, and
aαi = 0 for the unconnected pairs. Namely, popularity of
an item can be described by the item degree, kα. Thus,
items which take larger value of degrees are regarded as
the popular items, and which have smaller value of degrees
are considered as the cold items.
We begin with the hybrid method of heat conduction

and probability spreading (HHP) proposed in [16], which
shows a high efficiency in both the accuracy and the diver-
sity of recommendation. If we assign each item an initial
level of “resource” labeled by a vector �f0 = (f

i
1,0, . . . , f

i
n,0),

the final resource of the item �f = (f i1, . . . , f
i
n) is obtained

according to a reallocation process, which can be described
in a transformation form,

�f =W �f0, (1)

where W is the transformation matrix of resource reallo-
cation. By ranking the level of final resources, items with
higher resources will be recommended to users. Therefore,
how to define the transformation matrix, W , plays a key
role in the recommendation process.
In the heat conduction algorithm, resource allocation

is an averaging process. At first, users receive an aver-
age level resources from their neighboring items, and then
the items again get a feedback of the average resource
from its neighboring users. By this heat-conducting analo-
gous resource reallocation process, the items with smaller
degrees will be promoted to have the chance to obtain
more resources, with the transformation matrix formu-
lated by

WHαβ =
1

kα

∑
j∈U

aαjaβj

kj
, (2)

where kα is the degree of the item oα, and kj is the degree
of the user uj . The heat conduction algorithm shows

a good performance in recommendation diversity [16],
however, at the cost of recommendation accuracy for
assigning more resources on cold items.
On the other hand, in the probability spreading algo-

rithm, the item firstly distributes the resource to its neigh-
boring users with an equal probability, while the user again
redistributes its total level of resource to its neighboring
items. The item then obtains its final level of resource by
summing up all the resources from its neighboring users.
Therefore, the items with a relatively large number of links
will obtain more resources, with the transformation matrix
formulated by

WPαβ =
1

kβ

∑
j∈U

aαjaβj

kj
, (3)

where kβ is the degree of the item oβ . The probability
spreading algorithm focuses more on the popular items,
and therefore shows a high recommendation accuracy,
which, however, potentially puts the recommendation
diversity at risk.
In order to take the advantages of the aforementioned

methods, the HHP method [16] was proposed to partially
solve the dilemma between the accuracy and diversity of
recommendation by elegantly combining the heat conduc-
tion and probability spreading method as

WH+Pαβ =
1

k1−λα kλβ

∑
j∈U

aαjaβj

kj
; (4)

when tuning the hybridization parameter, λ∈ [0, 1], to
a suitable value, the HHP method outperforms in both
accuracy and diversity of recommendation with respect to
the heat conduction (HeatS) and the probability spreading
(ProbS) methods.
In order to further investigate the effects of λ on

recommendation, in fig. 1 we show the average degree
of recommended items in the top L recommendation list
in the phase diagram of (λ,L) for Netflix. One observes
a positive relation between λ and the average degree,
i.e., on average, the system prefers to recommend low-
degree items for small value of λ, and recommend high-
degree items for large value of λ. In [16], the system
achieves the optimal balance of recommendation for the
cold items and the popular items at λ= 0.23 for Netflix.
When we investigate the item degree distribution (see
fig. 1), we find a broad range of distribution with a
power-law like, where the cold items occupy a large
proportion. Similar phenomena are also observed in RYM
and MovieLens. This inspires us an intuition that, if
we assign each item a different value of λ according
to its own degree, the system might be more efficient
in recommending heterogenous items, hence enhance the
recommendation capability for the cold items. Therefore,
to better understand the effects of λ in eq. (4), we analyti-
cally investigate the recommendation bias for the hybrid
algorithm. On average, the probability for a target user
i collecting item β, is directly proportional to β’s degree,
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Fig. 1: (Color online) In the upper panel, the average degree
of recommended items in the top L recommendation list is
displayed in the (λ, L) space with different colors for the
Netflix. The border separates the lower degree and the higher
degree, which makes up a phase boundary. The lower panel
shows the item degree distribution.

that is to say, aiβ ∝ kβn , where n is the number of items. We
then hypothesize the probability that aiβ is independent
of other links, and the expected score of each user-item
link, fiα, can be calculated as

fiα =
∑
β

WH+Pαβ aiβ

=
∑
β

aiβ

k1−λα kλβ

∑
j∈U

aαjaβj

kj

∝
∑
β

kβ

k1−λα kλβ

∑
j∈U

kαkβ

kj

∝ kλα
∑
β

k2−λβ .

(5)

Since each user has his/her own activity, to properly
evaluate the optimal λ for the whole effect, we rescale fiα
to reflect the heterogeneous effect by setting fiα =

fiα
ki
.

Figure 2 shows the numerical results of seeking for the
optimal λ in three representive datasets. One can see
from fig. 2 that, in all the three experiments, optimal
results reach at relatively small λ, which suggests that
HeatS plays a more important role in the hybrid case.
Thus, items with small degree might improve the overall
recommendation performance. It further suggests that
assigning diverse λ for different items would help to find
better recommendation results.
With this incentive, we propose an item-oriented HHP

algorithm (OHHP) by replacing the original unique λ for

Fig. 2: (Color online) Numerical results for approaching the
optimal λ for the three datasets.

all items by a function form positively related to item
degree,

λ=

(
kβ

kmax

)γ
, (6)

where kβ is the degree of the examined item, kmax is
the maximum degree of all the items, and γ is a tuned
parameter. By incorporating the item-degree–dependent
hybridization parameter, λ, the probability spreading
factor in the transformation matrix of eq. (4) can be
optimized for different degree level items in recommenda-
tion accuracy. Moreover, compared with a previous study
which successfully resolved the cold-start problem, they
employed tags as accessorial information [22], whereas the
present algorithm only uses the bipartite graph structure
by merely transforming the parameter from λ to the kβ-
dependent function with a tunable parameter γ. There-
fore, it provides a simpler way to design effective methods
for online applications, especially when lacking accessorial
information.
To provide more comprehensive comparisons, we addi-

tionally employ a widely adopted recommendation tech-
nique, user-based collaborative filtering (CF) method, to
recommend items for a given user by calculating the
similarity between users i and j via a cosine similarity

sij =
∑
α aαiaαj√
kikj

. If an item has not been collected by user

i, s/he will score item α by summarizing all the users
similar with him/her, fαi =

∑
j �=i sijaαj . Then the final

recommendation list will be made for user i according to
the descending order of the recommendation score fαi.

Data. – The datasets we analyzed are based on the
RYM, the Netfilx and the MovieLens. The RYM and
Netflix are provided by [16]. The RYM is a music rating
system with a ten-level rating, and the Netflix and
MovieLens are movie rating systems with a five-level
rating. The RYM dataset is downloaded from the music
rating web site RateYourMusic.com, the Netflix dataset
is obtained by randomly selecting from the huge dataset
of the Netflix Prize, and the MovieLens is downloaded
from the web site of GroupLens Research1. In addition,

1http://grouplens.org/.
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Table 1: Basic statistics of the RYM, the Netflix and the
MovieLens. m, n, e, s denote the number of users, items, links,
and the sparsity, respectively.

Dataset m n e s

RYM 33786 5381 613387 3.37%
Netflix 10000 6000 701947 1.17%
MovieLens 943 1682 82520 5.20%

we perform a coarse-graining mapping to the unary form
for all the three datasets. That is to say, we keep the links
if their respective ratings are no less than three for the
Netflix and the MovieLens, and six for the RYM. The
sparsity of the datasets is defined as the total number of
links proportional to the all possible pairs of the user-
item links. Table 1 summarizes the basic statistics of the
purified three datasets.
To test our algorithm performance, we divide the total

links between users and items into two subsets: the
training set and the test set. The training set is used
to make predictions, and the test set is used to test
the performance of algorithms. We randomly remove 10%
links from the total links, with the remaining 90% links
for training and the removed 10% links for testing.

Metrics. – To give solid and comprehensive evaluation
of the present algorithm, we then investigate the widely
adopted recommendation accuracy measure including the
ranking score (RS), the recall (R), and the recommenda-
tion precision (P ).

1) Ranking score (RS) [12]. The RS for item α
recommended to user i is defined by RSαi =

pα
n−ki , where

n is the number of items, ki is the degree of user i, and
pα is the position of the recommended items α located
in all the uncollected items. We assume that the items
collected by a user are what the user preferred. Therefore,
the deleted links in the testing set should be ranked at
a higher position for an accurate recommendation. The
smaller the RS is, the more accurate the algorithm will be.
The average ranking score 〈RS〉 is then given by averaging
over deleted links in the test set.

2) Recall (R) [22]. The recall R is defined as R=
1
m

∑m
i
qiL
li
, where qiL is the number of user ui’s deleted

links contained in the top L recommended items list, li is
the number of user ui’s deleted links in the test set.

3) Precision (P ) [22]. The recommendation precision

P is defined as P = 1
m

∑m
i qiL
L
, where qiL is the number of

user ui’s deleted links contained in the top L recommended
items list.

Results. – The accuracy is one of the most important
indicators to evaluate recommendation systems. By intro-
ducing the item-degree parameter γ, one expects an opti-
mal value to minimize the recommendation accuracy. The
overall ranking score 〈RS〉 on γ is shown in fig. 2, where
one can obtain an optimal γ = 0.45, 1.28, and 1.49 for the

Fig. 3: The overall ranking score 〈RS〉 vs. the item-degree
parameter γ is displayed for the RYM, the Netflix, and the
MovieLens, respectively.

RYM, the Netflix and the MovieLens, respectively. There-
fore, in the following, we will emphasize on discussing the
recommendation performance at these optimal values in
order to compare the results with those based on HHP.
To show how the ranking score performs on items

with different value of degrees, we additionally investigate
an item-degree–dependent ranking score 〈RS〉k [23]. The
〈RS〉k is defined as the average ranking score over items
with the same value of degrees. In fig. 3, the 〈RS〉k
vs. the item degree k is displayed for the RYM, the
Netflix, and the MovieLens at the optimal hybridization
parameters, with λ= 0.41 and γ = 0.45 for the RYM,
λ= 0.23 and γ = 1.28 for the Netflix, λ= 0.17 and γ =
1.49 for the MovieLens, respectively. It is observed that,
whereas stabilizing the recommendation accuracy of the
popular items with large degrees, the 〈RS〉k of the OHHP
method for the items with small degree value is much
smaller than that in the HHP, which indicates a significant
enhancement of recommendation accuracy for cold items.
Compared with the CF method, the OHHP method
presents a much higher recommendation accuracy for the
overall items with both small and large degrees.
In traditional recommendation systems, it is difficult for

users to realize the cold items with little recommenda-
tion record. However, statistics for items whose degree is
no larger than 10 shows 24.51% for the RYM, 50.62% for
the Netflix, and 41.26% for the MovieLens, i.e., cold items
actually occupy a big fraction for most datasets. It essen-
tially requires improved algorithms to make predictions for
the cold items efficiently. A summary of recommendation
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Table 2: The item-degree–dependent ranking score 〈RS〉k�10, recall Rk�10, precision Pk�10, the overall ranking score 〈RS〉, recall
R, precision P , and the item-degree–dependent ranking score 〈RS〉k>10, recall Rk>10, precision Pk>10 based on the CF, the
HHP and the OHHP methods are shown for the RYM, the Netflix, and the MovieLens, with L= 50. The entries corresponding
to the higher accuracies are emphasized by black.

〈RS〉k�10 Rk�10 Pk�10 〈RS〉 〈RS〉k>10 R Rk>10 P Pk>10
CF 0.620 0.002 0.00000 0.094 0.087 0.509 0.511 0.030 0.030

RYM HHP 0.321 0.072 0.00006 0.055 0.052 0.622 0.625 0.041 0.041
OHHP 0.217 0.164 0.00016 0.051 0.049 0.625 0.627 0.042 0.042
CF 0.578 0.000 0.00000 0.057 0.048 0.405 0.411 0.053 0.053

Netflix HHP 0.428 0.009 0.00004 0.044 0.037 0.474 0.481 0.062 0.062
OHHP 0.345 0.019 0.00009 0.043 0.037 0.438 0.444 0.059 0.059
CF 0.610 0.000 0.00000 0.116 0.098 0.438 0.449 0.070 0.070

MovieLens HHP 0.427 0.036 0.00020 0.085 0.073 0.531 0.544 0.087 0.086
OHHP 0.385 0.063 0.00037 0.085 0.074 0.528 0.539 0.085 0.085

performance respectively given by the CF method, the
HHP and the OHHP methods at optimal values of λ and
γ is shown in table 2. We find that the OHHP method
outperforms the CF method in all the three recommen-
dation accuracy indicators, the 〈RS〉k�10, the 〈RS〉 and
the 〈RS〉k>10. More importanly, compared with the HHP
method, the 〈RS〉k�10 performed by the OHHP shows a
much smaller value. When looking into the recommenda-
tion accuracy of the overall and the popular items, both
〈RS〉 and 〈RS〉k>10 show even a little enhancement for
the RYM, and remain statistically steady for the Netflix
and the MovieLens. To better understand the recommen-
dation performance, we show the degree distribution p(k)
for the items in the top L= 50 recommendation list for
the RYM, the Netflix, and the MovieLens in fig. 4, where
one can clearly observe that the probability of the cold
items by the OHHP method is larger than that by the
HHP method, while by the CF method is almost zero. We
then argue that the OHHP method might be effective for
cold-items recommendation.
Further investigation on the overall recall, R, are

presented to be much improved for all the three datasets
in comparison with the CF method, and a little enhanced
for the RYM, and stabilized for the Netflix and theMovie-
Lens in comparison with the HHP method. To focus on
the recall performance specially on the cold items, we
analogously introduce an item-degree–dependent recall

measure which reads Rk =
1
m

∑m
i
qkiL
lki
, where qkiL is the

number of user ui’s deleted links for items with degree
k in the top L recommended items list, and lki is the
number of user ui’s deleted links for items with degree k
in the test set.
The item-degree–dependent recall, Rk�10, in the top

L= 50 recommendation list, compared with the HHP
method, again presents a significant improvement for all
the three datasets, whereas Rk>10 is a little elevated for
the RYM, and stabilized for the Netflix and MovieLens.
When compared with the CF method, the OHHP method
outperforms in both the Rk�10 and the Rk>10. It further
indicates that the OHHP method prefers to benefit for
cold-items recommendation.

Fig. 4: (Color online) The item-degree–dependent ranking score
〈RS〉k vs. the item degree.

Furthermore, compared with the HHP method, the
overall precision P in the OHHP method is also found to
be enhanced for the RYM, and kept for the Netflix and
the MovieLens, while much improved for all the three
datasets when compared with the CF method. Again,
when we concern particularly on the precision by an item-

degree–dependent precision defined as Pk =
1
m

∑m
i q

k
iL

L
,

where qkiL is the number of user ui’s deleted links for
items with degree k in the top L recommended items list.
Similarly, the OHHP method outperforms the CF method
in both the Pk�10 and the Pk>10 in the top L= 50 recom-
mendation list, and outperforms the HHP method in the
Pk�10 for all the three datasets, whereas it presents a little
improvement for the RYM, and is statistically steady for
the Netflix and the MovieLens in the precision Pk>10.
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Fig. 5: (Color online) The degree distribution p(k) for the items
in the top L= 50 recommendation list.

It confirms the previous results of ranking score and
recall.
Taken together, the OHHP method can significantly

enhance the recommendation accuracy of the cold items,
while simultaneously it can improve or stabilize the recom-
mendation accuracy of the overall and popular items.

Conclusions. – In this letter, we proposed a
recommendation algorithm by introducing an item-
degree–dependent function to improve the recommen-
dation accuracy. With this function, we assume that
different items tend to have different fitting parameters
in a hybrid recommender system. Experimental results
demonstrated that the proposed algorithm outperforms
the baseline method.
One of the central tasks of recommender systems is to

accurately recommend the unpopular items with insuf-
ficient accessorial information without losing the overall
or the popular item recommendation accuracy. In this
letter, we have shown how the significant dilemma between
the recommendation accuracy of the cold items and the
popular or the overall items be solved by introducing an
item-degree–dependent parameter into the hybrid method
of the heat conduction and the probability spreading
(OHHP). Compared with the HHP method, the OHHP
method significantly enhances the recommendation accu-
racy of the cold items while it elevates a little or stabilizes
the overall and the popular items recommendation accu-
racy based on three datasets. In addition, while not requir-
ing any additional information, the OHHP method keeps
the simple version as the HHP method by directly making

use of the bipartite graph structure. Therefore, the present
work might shed some light on better understanding and
solving the cold-start problem in recommender systems.
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